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Chapter 1 : Free GMAT Lesson | Sentence Correction Video | Veritas Prep
Sentence Correction Practice Questions Read the following sentences and select the option that corrects the underlined
sections. If the sentences sections are correct as written, choose option A.

Kaplan Verbal Workbook A good eyesight!! In addition to all this, i would recommend you to keep a good
grammar book handy for reference. My mantra is to keep your basics straight. Right after you finish reading
this post, go and wipe off the dust off the book and start with the following topics: Once you enter the GMAT
land, you will see many new terms -- dangling modifiers, split infinitives, things like that Just make sure you
have covered the basic topics listed above thoroughly. I stress on making notes, simply because it helps Okay
so now you have covered the basic stuff It has around 15 chapters I guess. I finished it off in a week. One
important thing here I know doing the problems over and over again helps So whenever you take up the
exercise for the first time Follow the same 50 questions a day schedule and finish off the OG SC in not more
than 15 days. Remember you have to take all the sections together and still manage to finsh them off
simultaneously. The key is to schedule your sessions in a planned manner and execute the plan accordingly
within strict time limits. This is pretty much what you will do in with your CR, or RC or for that matter any
section. Spot them, destroy them!! Till then happy prepping Try to spot the mistake before looking at the
answer choices. Go over the list of common SC errors in your mind. There are around 8 common errors.
Kaplan gives you the 8 most common errors Scan the answer choices vertically Most of the answer choices
have a formation Last but not the least My weak areas were Parallelism and Pronouns. But I worked on them
It will take sometime to familiarise yourself with idioms. I have a list of idioms I stuck it before my study
table and now I have memorised most of them without an extra effort.
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Chapter 2 : Introduction to Sentence Correction, Concepts on : Verbal Ability | Lofoya
Learn how to dissect Sentence Correction questions like a master. Each question in this book has been benchmarked
against a real GMAT question in its format, difficulty, subject matter, and concepts tested.

Sentence Correction Worksheets Terms of Use The correct answer to any of our sentence correction questions
will have all of the following 4 characteristics: No grammatical mistakes 2. Correct sentence structure 3. No
diction errors 4. While this often is the case, it does not always hold true. You may find that you need to resist
the temptation to always select the shortest answer choice. Keep in mind, however, that we are not saying to
ignore choice A entirely. It will be correct approximately one fifth of the time. That said, we do recommend
that you resist the temptation to overanalyze these questions or to assume that there is always a re-written
answer choice that is better than the underlined segment presented in the question. Look out for multiple
errors. A sentence might contain more than one error. A common fallacy that test-takers fall into is to find one
error and then quickly choose the answer that corrects that mistake, without considering whether there are
other errors in the sentence that an alternative answer choice might also address. The correct answer must
correct all of the errors in the underlined text. Employ process of elimination wherever possible. The easiest
way to use process of elimination in sentence correction questions is simply to eliminate any answer choices
that are themselves grammatically incorrect. You can also eliminate any choices that alter the intended
meaning of the sentence. If you are still unsure about how to answer a question even after narrowing your
choices down to two, you will fare better by selecting the more concise of the remaining answer choices,
provided that it does not use the passive voice. Do not worry about spelling or capitalization errors. The test
writers do not test for these 2 errors. When in doubt, look for subtle differences among the different answer
choices. Examining how answer choices differ from one another can also be a good way to determine what
errors might be present in the underlined text. This technique can also help you fight the tendency to read so
carefully for meaning that you overlook grammatical mistakes. Read the entire sentence a second time,
inserting your selected answer choice. We have found this to be a very powerful tip for dealing with sentence
correction questions. It can keep you from making careless mistakes that would harm your GMAT score. Most
test takers, particularly native English speakers, have internalized many more grammar rules than they can
explicitly identify. Beginning Level Below you will find our full list of printable Sentence completion
worksheets to be used by teachers at home or in school. Just click on a link to open a printable PDF version of
the desired worksheet. We hope you find them useful.
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Please suggest me a book with lot of practice questions of sentence correction from dedicated sections. I am getting the
concepts of grammar and rules but still i feel that i need to practice more to get the OG questions right.

The verb in a sentence must agree with its subject. A boy is reading a novel sing. The boys are reading a novel
plural ii In case, the subject is a collective noun, then the verb will take a singular form. The class is making a
noise. There are four collective nouns viz. There are exceptions to the rule. Gold and Silver are precious
metals. If the subjects are connected by OR, the verb used will be singular Example: The dog or the pup is
sick. In case there are two different subjects; the verb is put matching the closure subject. Sachin or I am going
for a party. Sachin or Rahul is going for the party. Every one of the boys loves to ride. Anyone has a pen,
please. While deciding between the nominative form i. I and the objective form i. Atul and I are going for a
walk. But lately its use is considered formal and over correct. We usually use the objective form, i. Please, let
Jack and me go to the theatre. He is taller than I am. He writes as fast I am. I swim better than him. I am as tall
as her. But when one of the subjects are joined by OR or NOR is plural, the verb must be plural and the
subject should be placed near the verb. Parallelism While forming a sentence, the structure of the sentence
should be kept parallel. If an infinitive is used, then all the phrases should have an infinitive. If a verb is used
after it, then we use the objective cases. She likes to cook, dance and play. Similar rule is used for a gerund.
Chapter 4 : Sentence Correction - How I Got a in GMAT
of 64 results for "sentence correction practice" GMAT Practice Questions: Sentence Correction Sep 3, Book + Online
(Official Guide for Gmat Verbal.

Chapter 5 : GMAT Sentence Correction practice questions | Wizako Online GMAT courses
A bout a third of the questions that appear in the GMAT verbal section are sentence correction questions.. If you have
difficulty in solving the question, go to the explanatory answer or the video explanations (wherever provided) to learn
how to crack the question.

Chapter 6 : Commas Quiz 1 | The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation
The detailed breakdown of exclusive practice problems per category is 40+ Reading Comprehension passages, 60
Critical Reasoning questions, Sentence Correction questions, and + Quantitative questions.

Chapter 7 : GMAT Verbal - Sentence Correction
Practice Sentence Correction Test 8 Grammar Focus: 50 essential grammar rules is an ideal companion to the free
practice sentence correction tests available here on blog.quintoapp.com It contains fifty rules that are essential
knowledge for sentence correction questions that you will encounter on the GMAT.

Chapter 8 : Sentence Correction Worksheets
This Sentence Correction exercise is much harder than anything you will see on test day. It relies on the following
principle: namely, if a question testing some of the Sentence Correction issues listed in the Official Guide is a good
addition to your practice arsenal, then a question testing all of them could be welcome variation and challenge.
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The easiest way to use process of elimination in sentence correction questions is simply to eliminate any answer
choices that are themselves grammatically incorrect. You can also eliminate any choices that alter the intended meaning
of the sentence.
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